
In Science we have been focusing on ourselves! We have explored how we grow from a baby to a child, and further 

into an adult. The children had lots of fun trying to guess who’s each baby picture was. Thank you to everyone who 

sent in a baby photo! We have explored how our senses link with body parts and how our senses help us keep safe in 

different situations. We have also conducted experiments to answer simple questions e.g Do people with big feet 

need big gloves?  

In Geography we have looked at daily and seasonal weather patterns. The children kept a weather diary and learnt 

about the thermometer in the classroom to check the temperature each day.  

In Art we have begun our term’s topic of painting. We are focusing on Vincent Van Gogh’s Starry Night at the 

moment. We came up with adjectives to describe his brush strokes and paintings and had a go at replicating his 

intricate bold brushstrokes. As we continue this topic next half term we will explore more about using tint and 

tone in paintings.   

In RE we have been looking at how and why we celebrate sacred times. At the beginning of the half term, it was 

great to hear children recalling how they celebrated Christmas this year. We could then begin making comparisons 

to other traditions and celebrations around the world. We have been linking our previous learning by creating a 

timeline of events from the bible. We will continue this topic next half term, with a focus on Easter.  

In Computing we have begun looking at how computers store data and how we can use them to record data This 

topic will be continued into next half term. We celebrated Safer Internet Day on Tuesday 7th February by raising 

awareness of emerging online issues and concerns. The children have learnt what to do when they see something 

online that concerns them and what they should use the internet for.  

 

 

 

 

In Maths we have been finishing addition and subtraction within 20 and also 

place value within 50.  We use dienes apparatus to show how numbers can be 

made using tens and ones. Our daily count in the morning has changed to 

reflect the greater numbers we are counting to.  
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In English we have been exploring the classic tale of Pinocchio. Lots of the 

 children had never heard of the story, so we began by learning about  

different puppets and how they are still in use today through theatre. 

 The children all produced their best writing yet by retelling the story 

 of Pinocchio. We have also learnt how to be specific and add detail to  

a set of instructions and written a senses poem.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Information 

No homework has been set for the half term, however please keep reading as much as possible with your 

child. You can access the decodable books via the Collins website.  
https://ebooks.collinsopenpage.com/   

Your child’s password and user name and stuck on the inside cover of their reading diary.  

Year 1 END OF Spring 1 TERM Update  

Upcoming Event! 

On Friday 10th March we will be attending the KS1 

Dance Festival organised by Sporting Influence. 

Rehearsals are underway for the event and I am sure 

the children will love sharing the song and dance moves! 

More information will follow shortly with costume 

suggestions.  

https://ebooks.collinsopenpage.com/

